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SL-100 
Light transport 
system

The Singular Logistics cargo transport system is based 
on an electrified monorail with independent trolleys 
equipped with an artificial intelligence that allows them 
to move autonomously; thanks to this intelligence, each 
trolley incorporates the entire map of the circuit where 
it is located and is able to communicate with the rest, 
thus being able to find the fastest and optimal routes 
based both on the requests received and on the state 
of traffic in the circuit. Transferring the intelligence 
from the system to the trolleys not only facilitates 
the configuration of the system, making any type of 
programming unnecessary, but also enables great 
savings in the construction of the infrastructure.

Instead of using expensive materials such as 
aluminum, the electrified track is made of standard 
IPE steel sections, which are much less expensive. In 
addition, elements such as rail switches, one of the 
main maintenance points, are eliminated. 

MAINTENANCE

In short, Singular Logistics’ disruptive system provides 
the same performance as a traditional electrified 
monorail system, but at a much lower cost, with 
less maintenance, simpler installation and great 
flexibility and scalability. A system that provides 
small and medium-sized companies with competitive 
advantages that have so far been denied to large 
production centers.



SL-100 - LIGHT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

*Singular Logistics can provide tailor-made solutions for transporting different cargo formats, including larger 
EUROBOX sizes.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SL-100

ELEMENT UD.

Unit load requirements* - EUROBOX

Maximum EUROBOX dimensions* mm 600x400x350

Profile electrified monorail - IPE 100

Minimum Radius Curve mm 1000

Electrified monorail - Profile AI Singular Logistics

Weight without load kg 35

Maximum Load kg 100

Maximum travel speed m/min 120

Maximum cornering speed m/min 75

Transfer rate m/min  25/45/60

SL-100. LIGHT TRANSPORT SYSTEM require a high degree of sanitation and cleanliness, 
given that the equipment for this purpose 
can operate at all times without interrupting 
production. To lift the boxes or goods to be 
transported up to the level of the tracks, we have 
an elevator specifically designed for this purpose.

SL-100 is the Singular Logistics solution specially 
designed for the transport of light loads up to 
a maximum of 100 kg in Eurobox type boxes, 
although it offers the possibility of mounting the 
loading accessory (Hook). The main advantage 
of this type of overhead transport system is that 
it frees the floor of the production center for 
other activities, which makes it ideal both for 
implementation in existing installations that cannot 
incorporate a system and for those sectors that 

ELECTRICAL DATA

Supply voltage V (CC) 48

Average consumption W 150 (per cart)

Trolley motorization - Brushless CC 600W

Belt motorization - Brushless CC 58W

Communication - WiFi


